New SWC Website Tab: “Collaboration”
Tab Dropdown Options:
• How To Collaborate 101 (name of toolkit to be decided)
• SWP & Conservation Partners Toolkit (links to USDA and NACD Toolkits)

Draft Layout of Toolkit
I’m looking for resources to help:

- Form a New Collaborative
- Advance a Young Collaborative Effort
- Maintain a Collaborative Group
- Reignite an Inactive Collaborative

Search All Resources by Topic:
- Funding Options & Revenue Streams
- Members
- Structure
- Meetings
- Action Steps & Plans
- Action Plan Implementation

Draft Review Schedule
• February 2014: Steering Committee Review
• March: Full SWC Member Review
• Mid-March: Draft Toolkit Presented at ASDWA/ACWA/GWPC Meeting
• Early Spring: Final Toolkit Launch